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BRITEdge 11-1  
Limited Objective Experiment  
 
Purpose and Description 
 
The BRITEdge 11-1 Limited Objective Experiment (LOE) was conducted at the Davis Monthan 
Air Force Base (DM AFB) Test Range from 8 through 10 March 2011.  This report summarizes 
the results of a limited objective experiment to demonstrate the capability of ROVER technology 
to provide real-time full motion video surveillance of the US – Mexican border in support of US 
Customs and Border Protection (CBP) agents. 
Equipment set-up, integration, ground testing, and other LOE preparations were performed on 




The BRITEdge 11-1 LOE featured the following equipment: 
1. An Avwatch Cessna 206 (C-206) modified with an FAA approved cargo bay area 
equipped with the TASE 200 Gimbal EO/IR sensor.  Attachment 1 provides the 
performance specifications for the TASE 200 Gimbal electro-optic/infrared (EO/IR) 
sensor. The C-206 also carried a communications rack in the rear seat area to support a 













Avwatch C-206 modified 
with an FAA approved cargo 
bay area underneath the 
fuselage of the aircraft.  The 
cargo bay area carried the 
TASE 200 Gimbal EO/IR 
sensor.    
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2. An L3 Communications Vortex transceiver (Attachment 2) located on communications 












Adjacent picture shows the 
communications rack located 
in the rear compartment of 
the C-208 aircraft.  Rack 
components: 
1.  Top shelf: Vortex radio with 
L, S, and C band amplifiers.  
2.  Second shelf: Networking 
equipment, video encoders, 
and remote relay system. 
3.  Third shelf: Power 
converters: 110 AC, 12V DC, 
and 28V DC.   
4.  Bottom shelf: Ku band 
amplifier, provided by L-3 
Communications.   
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3. An A-10 from the Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve Command Test Center 
(AATC) carrying a Litening Pod and EO sensor equipped with an L3 Communications 
CDML transceiver (Attachment 3) operating in C band.  The Litening Pod manufacturer 















The adjacent photo 
shows an A-10 from the 
AATC test squadron 
carrying an NGC Litening 
Pod with an electro-
optical sensor.   The L-3 
Communications CMDL 
radio is used to transmit 
video in C band to the 
ROVERs on the ground.   
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4. An L3 Communications ROVER 4 (Attachment 4) mounted within the tailgate area of 
the Border Protection SUV connected to a Panasonic Toughbook laptop to display from 




5. The L3 Communications ROVER 5 (Attachment 5) used as a handheld full motion video 







shows CBP agents 
using the ROVER 5 to 
view FMV from the 
Sniper Pod as well as 
FMV from the C-206.   
The adjacent photo 
shows the SUVs used 
for the BRITEdge 11-1 
LOE.  The white CBP 
SUV on the far right 
housed the ROVER 4 
transceiver connected 
to a Panasonic 
Toughbook that 
displayed the FMV 
from both the Litening 
Pod and C-206.     
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6. An L3 Communications Tactical ROVER v2.5 (Attachment 6) intended to integrate onto 
a JTAC’s tactical vest.   An eye monocle attached to a pair of tactical glasses provides 










Adjacent photo shows 
the Tactical ROVER 
v2.5 with an eye 
monocle attached to a 
pair of tactical glasses.  
The black antenna is 
for C-band reception.  
The gray adaptor on 
top of the C-band 
antenna was a test 
article to convert the 
C band antenna to a 
Ku band antenna for 
Ku band FMV 
reception.   
Adjacent photo shows 
the 2-axis stabilized C-
band antenna mounted 
on top of the CBP SUV.  
It was attached to a 
ROVER 4 to collect FMV 
from the CMDL radio 
on the Sniper Pod 
carried by the A-10 and 
FMV from the Vortex 
radio on the C-206.   
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  LOE Objectives with Results and Findings 
 
1. Classroom train approximately six Customs and Border Protection (CBP) using the ROVER 
4, ROVER 5, and Tactical ROVER v2.5. 
 
a. Results: Successful – Formal classroom instruction with hands-on training with the 
ROVER 4, ROVER 5, and Tactical Rover was conducted by Mr. Janos Opra from L3 
Communications and assisted by Lt Col Chuck Menza for the hands-on portion of 
training.  Four CBP personnel and one AATC person received the instruction and 
training.  The classroom instruction and training lasted approximately four hours. 
 
b. Finding: Classroom instruction and hands-on training was easily assimilated and well 
received by the students.  
     
2. Provide CBP personnel with field operational experience using the ROVER 4, ROVER 5, 
and Tactical ROVER.  First-hand experience was accomplish by receiving FMV from the 
CMDL transceiver on the Litening pod carried on the A10 as well as from the Vortex 
transceiver onboard the C-208. 
 
a. Results: Successful – All personnel who received formal classroom instruction and 
hands-on training successfully set-up and operated the ROVER 4, ROVER 5, and 
Tactical ROVER. 
   
b. Finding: CBP field agents indicated that both the ROVER 4 and ROVER 5 would be 
best suited for vehicular use in a Command and Control (C2) capacity while the 
Tactical ROVER would be best suited for dismounted CBP agents. 
  
3. Determine the tactical range between a ROVER 4 using a 2-axis stabilized, tracking C-Band 
antenna and the Litening pod on the A10. 
 
a. Results: Unsuccessful – The 2-axis stabilized, tracking C-Band antenna was unable 
to track the A-10.  Most participants hypothesized that the speed of the A10 was too 
fast for the C-Band antenna to track.  
 
b. Finding: The 2-axis stabilized, tracking C-Band antenna did track the C-208 but, no 
distance testing was performed.   
  
4. Determine if the digital C-Band 466 waveform could be received by the ROVER 4, ROVER 
5, and Tactical ROVER. 
 





b.  Finding: Digital C-Band was received and displayed using the ROVER 4, ROVER 
5, andTactical ROVER. 
 
5. Field test the Tactical ROVER Ku Band antenna down converter to C-Band. 
  
a. Results: Successful 
 
b. Finding: The Tactical ROVER Ku Band antenna down converter to C-Band was 
successfully tested but only at close range < 4 miles.   
Conclusions 
 
The CBP agents saw significant value in ROVER 4 and ROVER 5 for use in the mobile vehicle 
to support command and control (C2), and for the Tactical ROVER being used by dismounted 
agents patrolling the border.  Follow-on testing is expected using an updated version of Tactical 
ROVER to provide tactical users with a transmit capability and also support the Digital Video 
Broadcasting – Terrestrial (DVB-T) waveform that is presently used by the CBP. 
LOE Participants 
 
1. HAF A2Q 
a. Lt Col Chuck Menza – LOE Lead 
b. Mr. Larry Gagliano – ROVER Technician 
2. AATC 
a. SMSgt Nickolas Lowe – AATC JTAC 
b. Lt Col Thomas "Narly" McNurlin – A-10 driver 
3. Customs and Border Protection 
a. Ms. Emily Keplar – CBP SW UAS Operations and Intelligence Officer 
b. Mr. John Fitzpatrick – Associate Chief, Southwest Border 
c. Mr. Larry Clement – UAS Operations Corpus Christi 
d. Mr. Brendan Lenihan – Border Patrol Tactical Agent 
e. Mr. Steven Campos – Border Patrol Tactical Agent 
4. Naval Postgraduate School 
a. Mr. Bill Roeting – Data collection and analysis 
b. LCDR Lee Brewster – JTAC instructor observer 
5. L3 Communications 
a. Mr. Janos Opra – ROVER technician and instructor 
6. Avwatch Inc. 
a. Mr. Chris Kluckhuhn – President and Pilot  
b. Mr. Robert Griffin – Systems Engineer and Integrator 
7. AFSOC 




The TASE200 Gimbal 
 is a scaled up version of the TASE gimbal. It includes the 324x256 FLIR Photon II IR Camera, and an FCB-
EX980 Sony Block Camera. The TASE200 Gimbal provides another powerful payload solution for the system 





• 5 inch diameter turret. Overall package size is 5 x 5 x 7.7 inches. Weight 1060g 
• Provides both EO and IR cameras in single gimbal package 
• Mounting and electrical interfaces identical to TASE  
• Gimbal includes inertial sensors and Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver for 
standalone operation. Control and stabilization implementation leverages off of the 
Piccolo autopilot design 
• Gimbal Developer's Kit provides bench test cables, Universal Serial Bus (USB) 







Mechanical   
• Size: 127 x 127 x 196 mm (5.0 x 5.0 x 7.7 inches) 
• Turret Diameter: 127 mm (5.0 inches) 
• Camera Payload Volume: 39 in³ 
• Weight: 1060 grams (2.34 lbs) 
 
Environmental 
• Operating Temperature: -20°C to +70°C  (Calibrated Range) 
 
Gimbal Performance 
• Rotation limits: continuous pan,  
• +23° / -203° tilt 
• 200°/sec slew rate 




• Command: RS232 and CAN 
• Video Out: NTSC Analog (PAL Available) 
Electrical   
• Supply Voltage: 9 - 20 Volts 





























































AATC Air Force Reserve Command Test Center 
AES Advanced Encryption Standard 
BDA Battle Damage Assessment 
CBP U.S. Customs and Border Protection 
CDL Common Data Link 
CMDL compact Multi-band Data Link 
COFDM Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
DES Data Encryption Standard 
DVB-T Digital Video Broadcasting – Terrestrial  
FEC Forward Error Correction 
FM Frequency Modulation 
FMV Full Motion Video 
GPS Global Positioning System 
GUI Graphical User Interface 
ISR Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance 
JTAC Joint Terminal Air Controller 
LOE Limited Objective Experiment 
NGC Northrop Grumman Corporation 
SIR Soldier ISR Receiver 
SUV Sports Utility Vehicle 
SWaP Space, Weight, and Power 
TCDL Tactical Common Data Link 
USB Universal Serial Bus 
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